MOMENTUM MAGNIFICATION™
MODEL: 90-3512

MAINTAIN YOUR DAILY MOMENTUM
ASI’s Momentum Series stools are
ergonomically designed combing comfort,
optimal support and freedom of movement
to help keep you going all day.

CUSTOM FIT & BALANCE
ASI’s Momentum Magnification™ chair
features an adjustable front seat angle
that works in conjunction with the
convex shaped back rest
for a custom fit.
Achieve your preferred balance of
support from the thighs to the back,
without rounding or overloading the spine.
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Adjust backrest
forward & back

Adjust armrest angle

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
ERGONOMIC SUPPORT

Adjust front
seat angle

Adjust
backrest
height
Adjust armrest height
Adjust seat tilt
Adjust seat height

A common tendency is to sit forward on the edge of
your seat. This can cut off circulation to the legs and
leave the back unsupported, resulting in a backward
rounding of the spine. The hydraulically controlled front
seat angle can be positioned downward to provide
support. Used in conjunction with the seat tilt, the
operator can sit higher. This position increases the hip
angle to a more open 110º, reducing pressure on the
spine. This allows the operator to remain fully seated at
the back of the chair, receiving optimal back support
while maintaining excellent proximity to patients.
The back rest is shaped to support the lumbar curve.
Adjusted in conjunction with the seat angle, it provides
support for long procedures and prevents slouching
from muscle fatigue. Rubber bushings allow the backrest
to swivel vertically, which aids in stretching while
supporting the back fully.

STANDARD FEATURES:
Adjustable backrest for lumbar support. Slip-resistant
Valencia® upholstery is coated with a Permablock™
protective finish for easy cleaning. Seat tilt and height
adjustment for maximum operator comfort.
ASI’s Momentum Magnification™
Model 90-3512

SPECIFICATIONS
Cylinder Height Standard

AVAILABLE OPTIONS
Foot Ring For operators who need to sit higher
Tall Cylinder For operators over 6’ tall
Custom Colors To view color options, visit
https://vyvafabrics.com/vinyl/valencia/
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Standard Solid Taupe, Bronze, Mushroom (Brown),
Color Options Praline (Chocolate), Titan (Steel Blue),
Platin (Gray), Graphite (Dark Gray),
Schwarz (Black)
Standard Two-Tone Schwarz with Platin Accent Edge,
Color Options Taupe with Bronze Accent Edge
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